Ford 6.0 glow plug harness removal tool
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reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. It's a much better made tool than I
expected, considering some of the reviews. Most of the bad reviews are from those that weren't
lucky enough to have discovered the tips to make this as easy as it really is. Yes, the harness
can break easily if you're not careful because they're usually brittle from age and heat. The first
thing is to spray the plug with WD40 or the like and let it sit for a while. Just get it on the plug as
much as you can. Once you let it sit, make sure you get the tool all the way on, then carefully
pull. Mine slid right off with ease with a slight "pop". I only replaced 2 glow plugs, but pulled
other plugs to keep pressure off of the harness. The plug has an oring that seals that recess.
Once out, you can look into the hole and see the tip just inside. Some say removing the wheel
and wheel liner makes it a breeze. Drivers side was easy, from the top. If I have to do 5 or 7 the
wheel and wheel liner IS coming off! I nearly broke, slight crack the 3 only because of the angle.
Bit the plug slid right off with what WD40 I could get in there. Back on was simply hand push,
done! I've seen where some bend the tool so it's shorter and slightly offset. That would likely
make the ones with little to no clearance a little easier, and the others, maybe a little more
leverage to control pulling the plug. It would be hard to bend this on though, it's stout. It worked
very well for me! This isn't part of the review, but might help some of those that haven't been
lucky enough to come across any tips. I tested my GP's that were throwing a code P and P, 3
and 6 , in the truck direct and from the GP harness connector on the respective side and
confirmed both were bad rather than replacing the GPCM first. Once I got the 2 new ones in and
reconnected, I tested all 8 from the connector at the GPCM to confirm each was within spec and
was happy to see 5 of the 6 I didn't replace tested exactly what the new ones did, at about. Its
still well within spec, but I know which one from the pin in the harness so I know which one to
watch. I'm glad I didn't do what some said to do, replace everything at one time. It's not always
necessary. Also, of the 2 bad ones, 1 tested at about 18 ohm 2 ohms considered max and the
other tested null. Some say they have to have resistance, but I found, that's not true. Tested

direct in the truck,at the harness then in my hand. No reading on that one. I paid to get mine
shipped quicker and it was still worth it. Make sure you spray plenty This tool worked perfectly!
Make sure you spray plenty of penitrating fluid before you pull the plug. I let the plugs sit for
about 20 min before i pulled the plug. Then they came out with little effort at all. Also make sure
the tool is fully seated before you pull on it. If you dont do these two things, you will most likley
be buying a new glow plug harnes as well. Also for cylinder 7 you will have to bend the tool in
half so to go around the air box plenem thing. Make sure that you use heat to bend it. If not the
tool will break when you bend it back. This happend to me but i was able to weld it back
together. One person found this helpful. Extremely difficult to use on the right side due to the
heating system duct, even when I bent the handle to try to clear it. The caps were brittle so the
tool broke them all before it would remove them. I ended up buying a new harness, since it
broke every cap. In all fairness the harness was toast anyway. If and when I need to do the left
side, I will replace the harness and all the plugs as well. So I won't be using this tool again.
Shipped fast for the free shipping at least lol I own a Ford F with a 6. While this tool did work
and did do it's job, the tool itself was too long and I actually had to bend it to get to the rear
glowplugs on the right hand side. It does not work the mid year and earlier 6. They should point
that out in their ad. And when confronted with this it was fairly difficult to get then to refund it.
Tool worked ok on my Ford F with 6. You need to make sure that the tool is fully seated into the
groove on the Glow Plug Harness. The first one came off easily. The second one I didn't have it
fully seated and broke the harness. This is the cheapest tool I found to do the job. Tool works
great. Still broke over half of the plugs off horrible design from ford but tool itself does what it
should definitely have new harnesses before you start the job. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. It got the job done but bent a couple times and had to be reshaped. Maybe
my harness was just stuck on really well. Report abuse. It dose the job. If you are thinking of
replacing your glow plugs you need this tool if not OTC maybe an other brand but this one did
the job for me. But even then lots of penetrating fluid and tons of patience i still had to chisel
one out. Good luck and have a great day! The tool worked great. If you plan to work on a 6. Pain
in the ass job but this does the job sort of, better than a screwdriver. It will work better on
passenger side. Three quarter way up towards the hook if there is a 45degree angle bent the
opposite side maybe it will give more clearance to hook into the glow plug harness better. The
tool have to go properly into the harness grove to pull otherwise the harness will be damaged
for sure. Pages with related pr
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